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时间序列进行相空间重构，选用 Cao 方法得到时间序列 小嵌入维为 7，选用互
信息法得到时间序列的 佳延迟时间为 7；利用关联维数和 大 Lyapunov 指数
从定量的角度对全采区微震时间序列进行的混沌判别，选用 G-P 方法得到关联
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Abstract 
Microseismic monitoring is a typical technology whose theory lags behind its 
practice. Application of multi-channel microseismic monitoring in the stability of 
large-scale rockmass structures is still on the exploration stage. The research was 
launched to monitor the stability of large-scale rockmass structures through 
microseismic monitoring technology. The main contents of research are as follows. 
(1) Microseismic wave signals were classified in details. Microseismic signal 
database was established. Systematic identification method for microseismic signals 
was proposed, including experience analysis, theoretical analysis and comprehensive 
analysis. Examples of waveform recognition were given. The effectiveness of the 
waveform recognition method was demonstrated. 
(2) Threshold denoising of wavelet was done under the simulation experiment by 
matlab. The results showed that symlet wavelet denoising was effective in denoising 
different types of noisy signals and that the principle of unbiased risk threshold was 
more effective in denoising. Choosing several typical on-spot microseismic 
signals(Rock rupture events which can be positioned, burst signals and non-targeting 
events) and using conclusions of simulation, the separation of the true and noisy 
microseismic signals was effectively realized. 
 (3) Six warning instances of Xianglushan microseismic monitoring system were 
introduced in details and an important conclusion was drawn that macro-phenomenon 
of ground pressure would not appear untill the microseismic event rate or the total 
energy release rate of microseismic was surging. Based on the effectiveness of the 
microseismic signal denoising, the corresponding relationship between microseismic 
information and rock structural instability was set up. According to the quota of 
microseismic event rate, preliminary warning criteria and corresponding security 
countermeasures were proposed. The space-time analysis of all the ground pressure 
since using the microseismic monitoring system preliminary determined that the 
possibility of the large-scale underground roof caving and group pillars collapsing 
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 (4) Using chaos theory, the time series of microseismic monitoring was further 
studied. The time series of microseismic in whole mining area was analysed by the 
phase space reconstruction. By cao method, the minimum embedding dimension of 
time series was 7. Using mutual information method, the best delay time of time 
series was 7. From the quantitative point of view, using the correlation dimension and 
largest Lyapunov index, microseismic time series of the whole mining area in 5.1 
were distinguished by chaos theory. The results showed that the correlation dimension 
of microseismic time series was 4.5, the largest Lyapunov index was 0.0103, and the 
character of microseismic time series was chaotic. 
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